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Foraging



Effort in Optimal Foraging Theory

• Animals foraging in the real world appear to 
maximize global capture rate:

• Effort = Metabolic Energy Cost

Stephens and Krebs, 1986

J = α − e
t

energetic reward energetic loss

time



Clam diet of crows

• Clams of 29mm rejected 50% of the time.
• Optimal diet rejects clams smaller than 28mm.

Richardson and Verbeek, 1986



To Walk or to Fly

Effort = metabolic cost

Bautista et al. 2001
rates of gain per time unit and energy gained per unit of
expenditure), we established that net rate of energy gain is the
only currency that accounts for the choice between foraging
modes, and that it does so in a precise and quantitatively accurate

manner. Although the predictions do depend on the assumptions
made to parameterize the models, the advantage of net rate over
its competitors does not.

The predictive superiority of net rate over gross rate and
efficiency is not surprising, but its accurate quantitative fit is. It
is hard to conceive that natural selection would favor a currency
that entirely ignores energy expenditure or one that entirely
ignores time (5). However, from a biological point of view, net
rate could also be questioned because it assigns no cost to a high
metabolism (provided it leads to higher gains). Net rate has also
been found to be a better predictor than its alternatives in the
case of delivery loads and patch residence times when starlings
are feeding young (4) and when exploiting depleting patches in
the laboratory (22). Given that it is a simple, state-independent
currency (although it does take into account mass costs), this
performance is remarkable. When factors such as predation risk
(23), nutrition (24), incomplete information (25, 26), or envi-
ronmental stochasticity (27) also differ among modes, static
energetic models that do not include these factors must neces-
sarily be insufficient, but even then, they should still be useful as
the baseline models. Dynamic, state-dependent models such as
those extensively investigated by Houston and McNamara (28,
29) incorporate these extra dimensions, but their quantitative
testing requires knowledge of ecological parameters, such as
mortality rates during foraging modes, which are not measurable
under experimental laboratory conditions.

There is an important issue that deserves discussion in relation
to our results. While net rate maximization gave a precise
account of the choice between foraging modes, it failed to
predict the choice between foraging and resting. The birds spent
only a small proportion of the day working, even when they were
losing body mass at the harder working regimes (see also ref. 7).
Incomplete compensation of increasing price of food has been
also described in rats working in closed economies (for instance,
see ref. 30). Because the net gain during foraging was positive
even under the harsher treatment, overall net energy gain would

Fig. 4. Observed (solid circles, mean ! SD) and predicted (lines) number of walks per cycle (all birds plot shows mean ! SE). Net rate (middle lines) was the best
predictor. Efficiency (top lines) overestimated rw and gross intake (bottom lines) underestimated it.

Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis. Effect on predictions after modifying the ener-
getic parameters to 75%, 100%, and 125% of the best estimates. We calcu-
lated all scores of relative deviation (100 " [(predicted # observed)!
observed]) per bird and treatment. These values were averaged and the means
are shown as lines. Shaded areas show one standard deviation of the mean
difference.

Bautista et al. PNAS " January 30, 2001 " vol. 98 " no. 3 " 1093
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Summary

• Foraging behavior of animals in the real world can be 
explained by a utility in which effort is represented as 
metabolic cost.



Locomotion and metabolic cost
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An metabolically optimal running speed

Steudel-Numbers and Wall-Scheffler (2009)



Horses appear to minimize metabolic cost

Hoyt and Taylor (1981)



Metabolic minima in other animals

vmin

vpref

Prange and Schmidt-Nielsen (1970)



incline

Preferred speed tracks metabolic rate

Wickler et al. (2000)

level



Preferred speed tracks metabolic rate

Wickler et al. (2000)



Preferred speed tracks metabolic rate

Wickler et al. (2000)



Summary

• Foraging behavior of animals in the real world can be 
explained by a utility in which effort is represented as 
metabolic cost.

• Preferred gait speed can be explained by a utility in which 
effort is represented as metabolic cost.



Effort in Motor Control

• Effort is often represented as the sum of 
motor commands squared.



Effort in Reaching Tasks

Effort = (rate of torque)2

Uno et al. 1989



Preference to use arm with less effort

Schweighofer et al. 2015

Effort = (muscle commands)2



Summary

• Foraging behavior of animals in the real world can be 
explained by a utility in which effort is represented as 
metabolic cost.

• Preferred gait speed can be explained by a utility in which 
effort is represented as metabolic cost.

• An effort representation as sum of squared force can explain 
many aspects of reaching.



Effort & Metabolic Cost in Motor 
Control

• What is the metabolic cost of reaching?
• Does metabolic cost help explain behavior?



Metabolic cost and Force

Russ et al. (2002)

Human subjects were engaged in an isometric task while the experimenters measured 
the metabolic cost of force production.  Spectroscopy was used to estimate 
concentration of ATP per gram of muscle in the human gastrocnemius.  They 
electrically stimulated the muscle with trains of 20Hz or 80Hz pulses and measured the 
resulting forces and energy consumption.  



Metabolic cost and Force

Kushmerick and Paul (1976)

Kushmerick and Paul (1976) electrically 
stimulated a frog muscle for various 
durations and measured the resulting 
oxygen consumption.  An analysis of their 
data suggests that oxygen consumption 
grows linearly with the force-time integral. 



Metabolics of reaching

METABOLIC COST

Metabolic Power

Resting

Net Metabolic Power



Added mass increases metabolic rate

Effect of mass on metabolic rateMetabolic
Cost



Metabolics vs. Squared Force 

Effect of mass on metabolic rate 1. Torque
2. Muscle Force
3. Neural Drive
4. Energy [1]

1. Umberger et al. 2007



A model of metabolic cost



Metabolics vs. Squared Force 



Summary

• Foraging behavior of animals in the real world can be 
explained by a utility in which effort is represented as 
metabolic cost.

• Preferred gait speed can be explained by a utility in which 
effort is represented as metabolic cost.

• An effort representation as sum of squared force can explain 
many aspects of reaching.

• Sum of squared force is limited in its ability to explain 
metabolic cost of reaching.



Effort & Metabolic Cost in Motor 
Control

• What is the metabolic cost of reaching?
• Does metabolic cost help explain behavior?



To move fast or to move slow …





Parkinson Disease (PD)

• Bradykinesia

Kandel and Schwartz, 5th Edition, 2013

• Disease of the basal ganglia
• Loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra

• PD patients “choose” to move 
more slowly



Dopamine

Source:
Substantia nigra
VTA

Projections to:
Striatum
Frontal Cortex

Glimcher, Foundations of Neureconomic Analysis, 2011



Dopamine

Schultz et al. Science 1997, Tobler et al. Science 2005



Dopamine

reward value (the sum of current and future
rewards) and its expected value (before
observation of current sensory input). Recent
work demonstrates that, when signaling pre-
diction errors, dopamine neurons are able to
use contextual information in addition to
information from explicitly conditioned stimu-
li (19). In the experiments shown in Figs. 1
and 2, all visual stimuli and liquid volumes
were delivered in a context in which the
expected reward value at each moment in
time was low and invariant across trial types
because of the intertrial interval (18). In our
next set of experiments, we delivered differ-

ent volumes of liquid in the presence of
explicit predictions indicated by conditioned
stimuli, allowing us to systematically vary the
expected value and range of reward.

Consistent with past work, a reward occur-
ring exactly at the expected value (0.15 ml)
elicited no response. However, when liquid
volume was unpredictably smaller (0.05 ml)
or larger (0.50 ml) in a minority of trials,
dopamine neurons were suppressed or acti-
vated, respectively, compared to both the
prestimulus baseline and the response to the
expected volume delivered in the majority of
trials (P G 0.01, Mann-Whitney test) (Fig. 3,

A and B). In an additional experiment, one
stimulus predicted that either the small or
medium volumewould be delivered with equal
probability, whereas another stimulus pre-
dicted either the medium or large volume with
equal probability. In both cases, delivery of the
larger of the two potential volumes elicited an
increase in activity, whereas the smaller
volume elicited a decrease (Fig. 3C). Thus,
the identical medium volume had opposite
effects on activity depending on the prediction
(P G 0.01 in 19 of 53 neurons, Mann-
Whitney; P G 0.0001 for the population of
53 neurons, Wilcoxon test) (Fig. 3D). These

Fig. 1. Behavioral and neuronal responses to
conditioned stimuli increase with expected
reward value. (A) Anticipatory licking responses
during the 2-s delay between the conditioned
stimuli and liquid delivery. Each point shows
the mean (T SEM) of at least 1835 trials
(animal A) and is significantly different from
all other points (t tests). Similar results were
obtained from animal B, although the mean
licking durations varied over a smaller range.
(B) Single-neuron (top) and population re-
sponses (bottom) (n 0 57 neurons) from the
experiment in (A). Visual conditioned stimuli
with their expected magnitude of reward are
shown above the rasters. Expected values
(probability ! magnitude) were, from left to
right, 0 ml (1.0 probability ! 0.0 ml mag-
nitude), 0.025 ml (0.5 ! 0.05 ml), 0.075 ml
(0.5 ! 0.15 ml), 0.15 ml (1.0 ! 0.15 ml), and
0.25 ml (0.5 ! 0.50). Bin width is 10 ms in
histograms of all figures. (C) (Left) Population
responses as a function of expected liquid vol-
ume. Measurements were taken 90 to 180 ms
(animal A) and 110 to 240 ms (animal B) after
the onset of visual stimuli. The median (T95%
confidence intervals) percent change in firing rates within the population
was calculated after normalization of responses within each neuron to the
response evoked after onset of the stimulus associated with the largest
expected value. This stimulus elicited a median activation of 167% in
animal A (n 0 57 neurons) and 40% in animal B (n 0 53 neurons). For
animal A (squares), stimuli indicated probability and magnitude as in (B).
For animal B (circles), one stimulus was never followed by liquid, whereas
each of the other three stimuli was associated with two volumes of equal
probability (0.05 or 0.15 ml, 0.05 or 0.50 ml, and 0.15 or 0.50 ml). In each
animal, the population of neurons discriminated among each expected
value tested, except for 0.0 versus 0.025 ml in animal A. (Right) An
alternative analysis, illustrating the sensitivity (spikes/s/ml) of a typical
dopamine response to expected liquid volume. For each individual neuron,

the number of impulses after stimulus onset was plotted as a function of
expected magnitude, and a line was fit. The lines shown are the median
lines of each population of neurons (animal A, solid line, spikes/s 0 11.5 !
magnitude þ 3.1, R2 0 0.51; animal B, spikes/s 0 5.2 ! magnitude þ 3.0,
R2 0 0.69). (D) Positive correlation between the sensitivity of individual
neurons to reward probability and magnitude (R2 0 0.23, P G 0.005). For
the data from animal A in (C), responses in each neuron (n 0 57 neurons)
are plotted both as a function of expected value, as determined both by
reward probability (0.15 ml at p 0 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0) and by liquid volume
(0.05, 0.15, and 0.50 ml at p 0 0.5). A line was fit in each case, and the
slopes provided independent estimates of the sensitivity of that neuron to
reward probability and magnitude. For each neuron, the slopes are plotted
against each other.

Fig. 2. Neural discrimination of liquid
volume. (A) (Top) Rasters and histograms
of activity from a single dopamine neuron.
(Bottom) Population histograms of activity
from all neurons tested (n 0 55 neurons).
Three volumes of liquid were delivered in
pseudorandom alternation in the absence
of any explicit predictive stimuli. The inter-
trial interval ensured that the expected
volume at any given moment was low
(18). Thick horizontal bars above the rasters
indicate the time of reward delivery, and
thin horizontal bars indicate the single
standard time window that was used for measuring the magnitude of all
responses in all neurons, as summarized in (B). Similar windows were used
for all analyses and plots (supporting text). (B) Neural response as a
function of liquid volume. Median (T95% confidence intervals) percentage

change in activity for the population of neurons (n 0 55 neurons) was
calculated for responses to each volume after normalization in each neuron
to the response after delivery of 0.5 ml, which itself elicited a median
activation of 159% above baseline activity.
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Schultz et al. Science 1997, Tobler et al. Science 2005

Firing rate increases in 
proportion to the expected 
value of the stimulus



Dopamine

Movement 
Control

Decision 
Making ?



Decision making and movement
What: cookie or apple?
How: fast or slow?

People reach faster for candy associated with greater preference.1

1. Sackaloo et al. 2015



Movement utility as sum of reward and effort

Basic idea: our choice of action is a reflection of the 
interplay between reward and effort.

H: The brain represents effort as the metabolic cost of the 
action.

reward effort

Utility !!J = R(T )−U(T )
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!er = 29+0.0053
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Reaching and metabolic rate

5-minute reaching blocks at different speeds 

N = 15

Shadmehr, Huang and Ahmed (2016)



 		
!er = a+ c

md1.1

T 3
 	
!er = a+ c

mdi

T j

Metabolic Rate:

Reaching and metabolic rate

Shadmehr, Huang and Ahmed (2016)



Reaching and metabolic energy

		
er = aT + c

md1.1

T 2

Metabolic Rate:

 		
!er = a+ c

md1.1

T 3

Movement Energy:

Shadmehr, Huang and Ahmed (2016)



Movement utility as sum of reward and effort

reward effort

Utility !!J = R(T )−U(T )

Basic idea: our choice of action is a reflection of the 
interplay between reward and effort.

H: The brain represents effort as the metabolic cost of the 
action.



Movement utility as sum of reward and effort

		
J = R(T )−aT − cmd1.1

T 2

reward effort

Utility

Basic idea: our choice of action is a reflection of the 
interplay between reward and effort.

H: The brain represents effort as the metabolic cost of the 
action.



Saccade kinematics are affected by reward

Takikawa et al. 2002, Figure: Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi 2012



Movement utility as sum of reward and effort

reward effort

Utility !!J = R(T )−U(T )

Basic idea: our choice of action is a reflection of the 
interplay between reward and effort.

H: The brain represents effort as the metabolic cost of the 
action.



Temporal discounting of reward

Now Later



reward effort

Duration of the movementTemporal discounting factor

Utility

Movement utility as sum of reward and effort

!!
J = α

1+γT
−U(T )

Basic idea: our choice of action is a reflection of the 
interplay between reward and effort.

H: The brain represents effort as the metabolic cost of the 
action.



reward effort

Duration of the movementTemporal discounting factor

Utility

Movement utility as sum of reward and effort

!!
J = α

1+γT
−U(T )

Basic idea: our choice of action is a reflection of the 
interplay between reward and effort.

H: The brain represents effort as the metabolic cost of the 
action.



		
J = α

1+γT
− (aT + cmd1.1 T 2)

1+γT

Movement utility as sum of reward and effort

Utility

Duration of the movementTemporal discounting factor

reward effort

Basic idea: our choice of action is a reflection of the 
interplay between reward and effort.

H: The brain represents effort as the metabolic cost of the 
action.



		
J = α

1+γT
− (aT + cmd1.1 T 2)

1+γT

Movement utility as sum of reward and effort

Utility

Duration of the movementTemporal discounting factor

reward effort

Basic idea: our choice of action is a reflection of the 
interplay between reward and effort.

H: The brain represents effort as the metabolic cost of the 
action.



optimal duration

Shadmehr, Huang and Ahmed, Current Biology, 2016



optimal
duration

optimal
duration

optimal duration



Mass of the arm affects movement speed

Gordon et al. 1994

		
J = α

1+γT
− aT + cmd1.1 T 2

1+γT

measured

60 cm/s

arm effective mass peak velocity



Mass of the arm affects movement speed

Gordon et al. 1994

		
J = α

1+γT
− aT + cmd1.1 T 2

1+γT

arm effective mass peak velocity
measured
model

60 cm/s



Mass of the arm affects decision making

choice probability
measured

model

Left arm Right arm

Goble et al., 2007; Wang and Dounskaia, 2012

The same utility that described the velocity of movements as a function of 
movement direction, also described the movement choices that people made 
when free to reach in any  direction.

		
J = α

1+γT
− aT + cmd1.1 T 2

1+γT

!!
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optimal duration

!!
J = α

1+γT
− (aT + cmd1.1 T )

1+γT
Utility

Duration of the movementTemporal discounting factor

reward effort

A utility for movement control

Shadmehr et al., 2016



Can metabolic cost explain mass-based 
changes in preferred reaching speed?

• What is the effect of mass on 
the metabolic cost of 
reaching?

• What is the effect of mass on 
preferred reaching speed?optimal

duration



Effect of mass on metabolics of reaching

O’Brien, et al., in preparation

METABOLIC COST

Metabolic Power

Resting

Net Metabolic Power



Added mass increases metabolic rate

Effect of mass on metabolic rate
Metabolic

Cost

O’Brien, et al., in preparation



Effect of mass on preferred reach 
kinematics

Megan O’Brien

Gary Bruening



Does metabolic cost explain preferred 
movements?

Movement preferences can be 
explained by a representation 

of effort as metabolic cost



O’Brien, et al., in preparation

Sum of Torque2:

Metabolic cost only:

Alternative models of utility



Summary

• Foraging behavior of animals in the real world can be 
explained by a utility in which effort is represented as 
metabolic cost.

• Preferred gait speed can be explained by a utility in which 
effort is represented as metabolic cost.

• An effort representation as sum of squared force can explain 
many aspects of reaching.

• Sum of squared force is limited in its ability to explain 
metabolic cost of reaching.

• Metabolic cost can help explain changes in movement speed 
with added mass.


